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About This Game

Iron Grip: Warlord invigorates tower defense with first-person shooter elements to give a new twist to the genre.
It puts you in the heat of the battle, fighting off hordes of AI-controlled invaders. Play alone or with friends, in a diverse and

challenging struggle to save all of Atelia.

Iron Grip: Warlord is set in an alternate universe where you take on the role of an Atelian Warlord. Gain power by killing the
enemy or gathering valuables. Use this power to increase your personal arsenal or build structures to aid you in battle. Protect
the Stronghold against waves of infantry, tanks and other powerful enemies. If the Stronghold falls, the defenders will surely

lose heart and the battle will be lost. Do you have what it takes to defend your country?

Key features:

Online co-op multiplayer with up to 8 players

A new twist on popular tower defense gameplay

Eight richly detailed maps

Engaging and challenging battles

Diverse enemy units, including the massive walkers, hordes of infantry, and the fearsome officer
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Beautiful concept artwork and stylistic art design

Play single player with AI bots, or team up with other people over LAN or internet

With Warlord, you're never bored! Enemies have many different abilities and teamwork is essential if you are going to
survive
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The game still refuses to run.

Tried a couple of "solutions", none of them seem to work.

It's impossible to run this game.. Crusaders of the Lost Idols is my favorite idle\/incremental game. It has such a depth of
concept and ever growing content. It just not get boring. I probably played it everyday since I discovered it on Steam.. The
Living Dungeon is a really impressive debut title from indie developers Radiation Burn. It uses the core elements of table-top
gaming by being turn based, reliant on the outcome of a set of 6-sided dice, and has scenery you can flip or rotate in order to
escape a dungeon or kill an enemy.

I was really impressed with how easy the game was to learn, and for someone like me who hasn\u2019t played a tabletop game
since the days of Hero Quest back in the 90s it felt slightly nostalgic. The first few dungeons guide you through the mechanics
of the game with a tutorial on abilities and combat. I liked the atmosphere of the \u2018tavern\u2019 backdrop for the game, as
it felt good to play on a wooden table with the warm glow of a fire in the background.

Living Dungeon Inn

The passion Radiation Burn has for the genre really shows through. The Living Dungeon begins with scene setting narrative and
introduces you to Chantelle \u2013 a female warrior whom is the first character you control. You\u2019re literally dropped into
a tutorial dungeon where the dice, movement and combat are explained. You take turns with the AI to move your character
through a basic dungeon layout and are shown the capabilities of some of the enemy types.

Initially, you\u2019re able to one-shot enemies so it\u2019s fairly easy to play through the first few levels. The difficulty curve
only becomes apparent there when you\u2019re introduced to new characters, and learn the skills they bring. I found it quite
easy to get into the flow of the game and it was only the slightly odd camera angle that distracted me from the game. I found I
was constantly adjusting the camera to get a better view of the board as the AI resets the view back to the default setting at the
end of your turn. That was really the only thing that irked me and I soon got back into the pace of the game and happily made it
through many levels with only very minor mishaps.

Living Dungeon screenie

The game is very forgiving of mistakes and resets the level if anything goes wrong, such as knocking your character off the
board with an ill-placed tile flip or attacking a friendly character instead of an enemy. As all enemies are killed with a single
strike it was unfortunate that the game lets you select any characters on the board to attack rather than narrowing your options
down to just being able to attack the enemies.

Overall I found the game really charming. It has a very indie-feel to it with the hand drawn illustrations and the voice actors who
never seemed too concerned that they were trapped in a dungeon, fighting for their lives. But for me this really captured the
essence of a table-top game, where one of your friends plays the part of GM and reads part of the story to you. The Living
Dungeon is a great debut from Radiation Burn and they\u2019re definitely a studio worth keeping an eye on.. Great
game..shame about the sickness.

I really wanted to love this. Flying around in a jetpack in VR..I mean, who wouldn't want to do this?

The game itself is pretty cool, even the freeflight mode has you searching for briefcases and solving little puzzles to get your
blueprints..but after approximately 15 minutes, I suffered that pretty bad nausea feeling from playing this. I suffered a tiny bit
playing Dreadhalls and noticed that any game where you're playing with a joypad and have to use the right control to move your
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direction, the nausea begins.

I had this on the Samsung Gear VR and played it quite a bit and it didn't bother me as much as when I tried it on the Vive. I
played it whilst sitting, thinking that this would help with any disorientation but the sickeness was there even after approx 1 hr.

Really disappointed as I really want to love this..but I ended up getting a refund :(

Recommended but if you are prone to sickness..you'll probably suffer. God help the people playing the Oculus with a
joypad..urrggh.. puzzle game with lots of hints. Very explicit about what to look for, but once you have been taught a strategy, it
will come up in subsequent levels without a hint. Very accessible puzzle game.. Around 7\/10 recommended. But if you like
Narcissu series or things from Tomo Kataoka, then you will definitely like this visual novel. They are actually pretty similar in
topics: a drama about life and death, just with different plots and themes. Also, this one is a lot more abstract and ... artsy, a lot
more than maybe "Sumire" and "A little Iris".

The voice acting is actually kind of good. It did make me think about the meaning of a lot of things...

Of course, it is from Tomo Kataoka, so the story will be a bit unrealistic and dessociated but still successfully told what it is
meant to tell.

Oh and this one does have a happy ending.... Hardly to play. I bought this half on nostalgy of MOO and also because I had the
chance to meet Chris at Paradox and enjoy his game designs.

I could only devote a few hours of play here (and that's a shame, but looks like the way life is now regarding our passion for
games, we need ones with good concepts, easy handling, simple learning curve).

Well, I am pleasantly surprised. Sure, it's a slow begining (but like all 4X almost) and the graphical elements have much room
for improvement (but if I can tell from the screenies around, it's upcoming)... but the most interesting thing is the key concepts
in the game, that are a welcome change for once.

No need to worry like crazy about war and early aggression (although 'Si vis Pacem, Para Bellum' ) but better build a few
warships, and the interesting idea of the private enterprises in the military industrial complex doing that task for you (yes, I am
the kind who hates design every single part of spaceships). But the most curious, and quite interesting, is the media thing.

I have only play 200 turns right now, but I am keen on seeing a game where I may win (hoepfully) without behving like a space
version of the Scourge of God...

I tried the humans for start (I know, not original) and I like the faces of the other races...especially the frogs (hope they can win,
unless the Crispon hold a grunge against batracians)...

I'll keep on playing and, if i may, input some ideas and suggestions. There is a jewel here...
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This game doesn't work very well! I get blinking graphics (with my NVidia card).
I haven't been able to resolve it... and this is really a game breaker!!!. id just get a refund if youve bought this game. it doesnt
save progress, the music doesnt shut off in the settings which is kind of annoying after a while, and it isnt as expansive as ive
seen other FREE idle games be. its a snooze fest and im really sad i had to pay a dollar to experience this.. This game was
promising to say the least. Unfortunately the developers were not able to follow their promise. They apparently decided to stop
developing it with the game absolutely not ready to launch but.... they released it incomplete. Bugged as hell and clearly not
finished. Dont spend money on it. The PvE part is a non existing and bugged experience. The PvP is not playable with all the lag
you have. The core idea of the game was cool (The faction war) but it is poorly executed. If you are behind as a faction you cant
come back. They tried adding another mode on the same faction war map and playing on the same map it cant work.... all the
player bases are in the small starting region and you cant survive more than 1 hour. Design errors and clearly lack of love for
this game ruined a nice idea.. Cannot remap keys on keyboard or controller, so if you are not comfortable with what
Codemasters has decided for you then you're *****, ridiculous.. 11/10 Meow

+cats
+meow
+watching cats circle aimlessly for 7 hours

-more cats needed
-soundtrack was not composed of meows
-needs kittens

108% would meow again
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